Across the Threshold

The Saurian Affair

Aries Sector

The Procyon Debacle

The Challenge of Adar

Carl Kester steps across the
threshold into a world of conflicts
where he meets Petra Baird and
finds danger and romance.
ISBN 1- 894183-11- 8

When Carl Kester volunteers for a
special and perhaps dangerous
mission he finds it consists of relocating illegal settlers who have
no intention of being relocated.
ISBN 1- 894183-36 - 3

Colonel Baird petitions the
High Command for aid. It sends
Carl Kester to lead a flotilla of
two ships in answer to that appeal
but without telling him the reason.
ISBN 1- 894183-42- 8

Alfonse Dubarry wants to become
a geologist which he hopes
will lead to a berth on the first
ship to leave the solar system
for Alpha Centauri.
ISBN 1- 894183-50 - 9

When Captain Marks and his
crew prepare to return home
Alfonse Dubarry and his group
elect to remain on Adar where
they have freedom.
ISBN 1- 894183-51- 7
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The Road to Tshinguzga

Field Commander Klicker

Decision at Perlos

In Search of Phylodems

Against the setting of a
victorious army, Klicker has to
contend with an unreasonable
and antagonistic colonel.
ISBN 1- 894183-84-3

Intelligence officer Akkins opposes
Klicker at every opportunity
while the enemy grows stronger.
ISBN 1- 894183-82-7

Klicker is concerned with
defeating the enemy while
Akkins schemes to become
the supreme commander.
ISBN 1- 894183-80 - 0

On an expedition to Lunks,
Roy Litvak unexpectedly
finds romance.
ISBN 1- 894183-83- 5
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Lost on a Distant Shore

Encounter at Tenerife

Appointment at Alma

Marooned on Lunks

The Perlos Campaign

Captain Grainger takes a team of
scientists to explore a part of the
Pleiades Cluster. Before long they
run into difficulties and conflicts
arise within the group.
ISBN 1- 894183-55- X

Ships have disappeared in
the Tenerife region of space.
Barry Masters is sent to solve
the mystery.
ISBN 1- 894183-65- 7

Contact with Alma has been lost.
Barry Masters and his team mate
are sent to Alma to find out
what happened.
ISBN 1- 894183-67- 3

Barry Masters and his team mate
are left behind on Lunks
when the rescue attempt fails.
ISBN 1- 894183-75- 4

Federation forces have a
morale problem as they battle
the enemy on Perlos.
ISBN 1- 894183-78- 9

These books have been very well received by
public librarians and high school librarians from
coast to coast in Canada.

The Yerban Venture

The Delta Fiasco

The University of Algocen sends
a team of scientists to Yerban
to confirm a nonexistent
detailed survey.
ISBN 978-1-897486-00-9

Underfunded, the Survey Service
tries a different approach in the
Delta Maneuvers which do not
turn out as anticipated.
ISBN 978-1-897486-01-6

REVIEWS:
JACK BODE BOOKS: I take great pleasure in introducing this author to you as I have personally read
each of his books at least twice to date with great
enjoyment. It is unusual to find an author like this
through a small book publisher in Canada and
I feel his books should be on the bookshelves of
all the major bookstores and in the specialist
Sci-Fi and Fantasy magazines and book clubs.
www.electricscotland.com
JACK BODE BOOKS: Excellent reading, I look forward
to his future books. C.K.
JACK BODE BOOKS: A little known Sci-Fi writer that
I found and in my opinion deserves much greater
recognition. A.M.
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